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Bring your sustainability strategies to life

The key to a sustainability strategy

Succeed with your sustainability strategy by aligning KPIs, activities and risk analysis towards a goal – then easily share this, and engage, with the rest of your organization!

- Clarify the sustainability strategy and objectives
- Gather your sustainability key figures in one place
- Prioritize, schedule, and allocate responsibilities in your organization
- Create a clear link between activities and strategies

Stratsys
Engage more people in your sustainability strategy

As the wise Helen Keller once said; “Alone we can do so little; Together we can do so much”. If you want to succeed with your sustainability strategy you need to get others involved and engaged! Stratsys’ Sustainability tool allows you to allocate responsibilities, work together in action-driven do-boards and plan your work with clear deadlines.

- Increased participation with everything gathered in one place
- Distribute responsibilities
- Comment on status and communicate with each other in real time
- Get a quick overview of today’s to-do with automatic reminders
A complete sustainability report with just a click

All your work is easily collected and automatically structured in a customized sustainability report. Quick, easy and with the right information.

- Drill down and see how your business areas align their work towards each goal
- Get a complete, customized, sustainability report
- With our publishing service, you can get your sustainability results on an intranet or website
- Increased transparency, for both internal and external stakeholders
Engage more people with your sustainability report

- Publish and communicate the sustainability results directly on an intranet or website
- Show with pride how you perform within the Sustainable Development Goals
- Create transparency of your sustainability progress throughout the year
For more info about our Sustainability product – feel free to contact our Sustainability Manager

Erik Englund

erik.englund@stratsys.se
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